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Biologists Are Looking To the Chip Industry For Production Models
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THE CAR ONLY became popular in America after Henry Ford figured out how to mass
produce it. Computers didn't invade every office and den until the chip industry learned
how to chum out endless billions of the semiconductors that do all of a PC's actual work.
Now, the world's life-science researchers are taking a page from those two industrial
playbooks and are trying to make biological production as efficient as most other sorts in
modem economies. The economic impact of their efforts could be as significant as what
occurred with cars and computers, and could include vastly less expensive gene-based
drugs and vaccines, fuel sources and industrial materials.
While individual researchers for nearly a decade have been doing work in this field -called synthetic biology -- their efforts got a boost last week with the announcement of a
$1 6 million grant from the National Science Foundation for the Synthetic Biology
Engineering Research Center. It will be located at the University of California, Berkeley,
and will also include participation from UC San Francisco -- which in the 1970s did
much of the pioneering work in recombinant DNA -- along with MIT, Haward, Prairie
View A&M University in Texas and the California Institute for Quantitative Biomedical
Research.
Jay Keasling, a professor in Berkeley's chemical-engineering department and director of
the new center, says that when semiconductors were first developed in the 1950s, each
chip was, in effect, hand-made in an artisan-like process. Chip companies, of course,
eventually learned techniques for mass production.
BUT BIOLOGY TODAY is where chips were 50 years ago, he says. A researcher who
discovers, say, a potentially useful DNA fragment has no reliable way of mass producing
it. Instead, to create large quantities, she must rely on a collection of laborious, hit-andmiss processes, which is the best the field has to offer.
Prof. Keasling says he envisions a day when a biologist can concentrate on difficult
science questions and leave production and engineering matters to others. That's the way
many chip companies work, creating the designs for their chips themselves, but then
shipping off the patterns to "fabs" to get the products made.

